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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to explore the generality of

reconstructive processes of memory for social information. Sixty
c011ege students divided evenly into six experimental and control
groups were asked to read one of two versions of a story: one in
which a couple happily agreed not to have children, the other in
which the mari's desire to remain childless greatly upset the woman.
Those in the experimental groups were then asked to write their
impressions of the story. Subjects who had read about the disagreeing
couple were then told they had gotten married, and those who read
about the agreeingscouple were told they had split up. Those in the
control groups either received the biasing information before writing
their impressions or did not write any impressions. At the second
session, either 2 days or 2 weeks,later, subjects were asked to
recall the story they had read during the first session and to aVoid
adding their own impressions or thoughts to the account. The primary
dependent measure was the number 0 reorganizing errors in the
subjects' recall. Subjects who were tested after 2 days were filore

accurate in their overall recall than those tested after 2 weeks.
There were no other differences in overall recall between groups.
Contrary to prediction, those who learned the marriage outcome before
writing their impressions did not,commit a greater number of

reorganizing errors than those who wrote no impression. They did,
however, commit more errors than those who wrote an impression before
receiving the biasing information,, although the effect was only

marginal. (0110
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Abstract. An experiment explored the generality of
reconstructiv'e processes in memory for social information. As

predicted, subjects who had written first impressions of two
stimulus persons before being presented with an inconsistent fact
did not reconstruct their prior knowledge. Instead, these
subjects tended to commit errors that magnified the inconsistency
by exaggerating elements of their prior knowledge. Results are

discussed in terms of Spiro's (1980) accomodative reconstruct-ion

hypothesis.

In the course of acquiring social information, individuals

frequently encounter facts that are inconsistent with one

another. A technique used to investigate the management of this

type of inconsistency is,to present subjects with information

that is inconsistent with their prior knowledge about an event or

person and then, after a delay interval, to test memory for the

initial. information. ,The'biasing impact of the inconsistency is

assessed'by the extent to which prior knowledge is remembered to

be consistent with subsequently acquired facts.

In one such study, done by Spiro (1980), subjects read an

account of a couple engaged to be married who either agreed or.
4

disagreed about not wanting to have children. When subjects were

told that the disagreeing cOuple got married, or thatithe
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agreeing couple did not, they tended to recall facts that made

these inconsistent series of events more coherent if tested at

least three weeks after learning,about the couple. These facts,

or "reorganizing" errors ;took' the form of distortions of, and

additions to the original text. Far example, in the case of the

story about the agreeing couple who did not get married, subjects

added a source of disagreement to their recalls, and acme even

remembered the Couple di.sagrteing about children,

In terms of a process that could produce these errors, Spiro

suggested that to the extent that memory for the initial

information is weakened '(as it might become over time),

individuals use their world knowledge at retrieval 'to help them

make:, sense out of what they know. We agreed with this

explanation, but wondered if the tendency to reorganize might be

affected by processing conditions at the time of acquisition.

Specifically, we thought 'that the act of forming an impression

prior to the receipt of inconsistent information might attenuate

the biaing effects of the inconsistency. Our reasoning was

guided,by statements like those offered by Nisbett and Ross

(1980) and Wyer and Srull (1980), who mention the.addition of

explanations and inferences to the initial. knowledge base as a

conSequence of forming an impression.

Therefore, an impresSion formed in the absende of

inconsistent information is,likely to include elements that make

the original-facts more consistent with each other. At time of

retrieval, this supporting ihformation should make the initial



information more resistant to reorganizing inferens. On the

other hand, forming an impression immediately after learning an

inconsistent fact about a perSon should result in the addition of

explanatory inferences to what' is known abput,him or her -- with
s .

these inconsistency-reducing explanations, then, more likely to

be retrieved with the facts. To the extent that memory for the

original information is reduced, these inferences are also more

likely to, be less distinguishable from the faCts; thu8 increasing

the probability of reorganization at retrieVal.

To test these hypotheses, we conducted a modified version of

Spiro's experiment, asking some subjects to %cite a first

impression either before or after receiving biasing information;

in addition, some subjects did not write their impressions.

Subjects were given a recall test either two days or two weeks

after the first ,session, so that the design of the,study was a 2

X 3: Delay (2 days or 2 weeks) X Time of Impression (None, Bias

Before, or Bias After). Reorganizing errors were predicted to

occur more frequently when subjects received the ihconsistency

bias before writing their impression than when they wrote no

impeession, and both of these groups.Were expected to commit more

reorganizing errors than those who got the bias after writing

their impression. Since reorganizing effects do not generally

occur soon after acquisition, these predictAons Were made, only

for subjects tested if4ter a 2 week delay interval.



Method

Subjects. A total of 60 male and female undergzaauates at a

small New England college were paid $3.50 for their participation

in the two twenty-minute sesgions. Ten subjects were randomly

assigned to each of the six experimental conditions.

Procedure. With the exception of the Impression

manipulation, an attempt was made to follow Spiro's procedures as

closely as possible. The experiment itself involved two

sessions. During the first, subjects read a short text and were

led to believe that they would be asked about their reactions to

the people in the story either' two days or two weeks later. The

text was adapted'from Sparo's account of a young couple who fall

in love and become engaged. As in Spiro's study, two versions of

the story were constructed. They were identical except for the

information provided in the last paragraph. In one version, the

couple happily agreed abOUt not wahting to have children, while

in the other, the male's desire to remain childless greatly upset

the woman, who wanted to become a mother. Since no effects due

to the type of story were found, this was not treated as a factor

in the following analyses.

After subjects had been allowed 4 minutes to read the text,

the experimenter introduced the biasing inforrtion by casually

mentioning what had happened to the couple. Subjects who read

about the disagreeing couple were told that they got married,

whereas those who read about the agreeing couple were told that

they split up. For subjects who did not write an impression or



who wrote their impressions without knowing the marriage

information, the bias was delivered while they handed in their

booklets. Subjects who wrote their impressions after learning

abOut the marriage outcome received this information after they

read the story.

The impression measure was collected by appending to each

story booklet a page that requesd subiects to take 5 minutes to

write down their first impression of the couple. Subjects were

instructed to not turn to this page until told to do so, so that

.,no subject read the story with an expec414on of immediately

being asked to write somethin about it.

Subjects,- who were run/in groups of up.to 10, were randomly

assigned to a delay condit4n by an ID number that appeared on

rthe
cover sheet of their, st ry booklet. This was necessary in

order to keep the experiment r blind to one of the factors, since

it Idas not possible to remain unaware of the type of impression

that would be manipulated. Subjects left the first session

expecting to give their reactions at the second, and were asked

to refrain from discussing these reactions with anyone.

Upon returning for the second session, subjects were told

that the experiment involved memory and were asked to recall the

story they read during the first session. Recall of all elements

that came to mind was encouraged. They were explicitly

instructed to avoid adding their impressions or thoughts to these

accounts. 'In addition, they were asked to indicate their

confidence in each fact recalled using a 177 scale.
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Resulta

The primary dependent Measure was the number of reorganizing

errors in a subject's recall. For example, a subject who

recalled a source of disagreement between the agreeing couple w'ho

did not get married was scored as having committed one error.

Agreement between two judges on the scoring of these errors was

9 6 % .

Subjects who were tested after two days were more accurate

in their overall recall than those tested after a 2 week delay.

There were no other_differences in overall recall between the

grOups. In order to test our sp.ecific hypotheses, planned

comparisons were performed on the average number of reorganizing

errors. An inspection of the means in Table 1 reveals that, as

predicted, reorganizing errors after a two week delay were less

frequent among subjects who received the bias after writing their

impressions than among subjects in the other two impression

conditions, t(19) = 3.94, 2,<.001 (with t and degrees of freedom
4

computed using Welch's (Kirk, 1968) correction for non-

homogeneity of variance). Contrary to prediction, those who

learned the marriage outcome befora writing their impressions,

did not commit a greater number of reorganizing errors than those

who wrote no impression. They did, however, commit more than

those who wrote an impression before the bias, although this

effect was only marginally significant, t(9) 1 .902<.08

(corrected as above). Unlike those in Spiro s'study, confidence-

ratings in the reorganizing eerors were not greater than

7



confidence in correct responses, 5.8 vs. 6.0, respectively.

Table 1,

Average number of.reorganizing errors
,

IMPRESSION

None Bias Before Bias After

2 Days 0 . 1 0

DELAY
2 Weeks .6 . 3 0

%

In the course of scoring the recall data it became apparent

that some subjects were actually coMMitting errors that

intensified the discrepancy between the story`and tne outcome --
t

for example, by remembering the relationship between the agreeing

couple who did not get married as even better than it was. These

"magnifying" errors were made only by subjects who did not

reorganize, and further, tended to occur more frequently in

conditions where minimal reorganization occurred (see Table 2).

Table 2

Average number of magnifying errors.

IMPRESSION

None Bias Before .Bias After

2 Days . 3
DELAY

2 Weeks .1

. 2

. 2

. 6

. 4

8



In fact the average number of magnifying errors committed by

subjecto who wrote their impressions without knowing the

inconsistent information was greater then the average in all

other groups, t(58) = 2.47, 2<.02. As with the reorganizing

errors, confidence 4-atings in the magnifying errors were not

greater than those 4n correct responses, 5.9 vs. 6.4.

Discussion

What does all this mean? Spiro has argued that when people

are encouraged to process social infOrmation in a na,turalistic

way that they reorganize the past to make it conlorm to the

present. While providing some support for this claim,'ou?'

experiment sug ests that reonganization does not occur when

knowledge iswell-organizl prior fo t e addition of inconsistent

intormetioh. If there is a general tendencSr toward-consis.tency,
,

,it is not too difficult ti disrupt.

Our data also suggest (at least) two questions: FirA of

all, why were those subjects who wrote an impression based on

inconsistent, information not more biased than those who did not

write.an impression? And second, why is inconsistency likely to
,

be magnified when reorganization does not occur?

1- To answer both of these questions it is.necessary to

speculate,. and to reexamine the priocess of impression formation

itself. Wee were thinking that impression formation results in

the addition of information plat supports, or interconnects, what

one knows at the time that the impressioci is made. Out
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necessary component of this process is also the rehearsa;. of

information relevant to the impression. A plausible consequence,

then, is the improvement of memory for this information. More

importantly, having this information available at test should

oppose the tedency to make inference-based errors when one has

leg* than.perfect recall . The performance of subjects who wrote

an impression after they learned inconsistent information clearly

supports this hypothesis. On the other hand, subjects who wrote

an impression before being biaSed committed more magnifying
p<

errors than anyone else. So, the question becomes: why weren t

they more accurate too?
4

It,,Tay be that the strengthening of the initial story likely

to result from their impressions made the biasing information

seem even more surprising, or inconsistent, to these subjectS, so

that they were more likely than anyone else to remember the story

and the outcome as "not making sense." At test, they may be more

likely to remeMber both their surprise and their inferences, and

despite a rehearsal advantage, exaggerate elements of the

original information.

Now, to restate our position on the process that produces

eeorganization: we think that these errors are primarily

inferences prO44ced in order to make sense out of what one has

available at retrieyal, as proposed by Spiro. We would like to

suggest, howey4r, that having formedoan impression at acit3sition
s

changes the contents available at retrieval by making some

informatioh more memorabe, adding explanatory inferences, and

o

;toe
1
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even adding memories for emotional reactions during acquisition.
.

We simply contend that whettez4the final recall-is more or le

consistent wit e original information must depend on the tot'al,

pool of knowledge availabfe.

Our data may have implications foir 'situations in which

inctividuals must make decisions abput othe e .g : employment). or

educational settings. FAsrt, it would appear that forming an

impressioh aboUt another persan Makes one resistant to revising

that impriessionsubseqUent to the receipt of more information (a

primacy effect). On the other hsndl-waiting until 'all the facts

are in before forming a concrete impFession would seem to result,.

A in reinterpretation biased toward the mOst current fac'ts (or a.

renency effect). .Clearly, then, the consequences foe a person

about whom some decision is to be made depend jointly on when

during the process of information acquisition the decisinnuker

forms his or her first impression and the order in which various

factS are acquired.

filus, the present research does not suggest a simple course

of action for persons who must make decisions about others. We

suspect tcat an.aWareness of_both the difficultYL-of revising

first rMptessions.and the tendency to reconstruct the past when

k
nb initial impression has been formed would enhance the

performance of one in such a decision-Making role, but further

resear

t

'is needed to make more precise recommendations.
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